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amy:and i feel like its the only way that we are gonna be able to right this. and i mean,
theres a lot of companies who stop hiring people who have been abused,and there a lot

ofcompanies, most of them are huge,establishedand well-knowncompanies,that dont give
enough to their employees because theydont have these huge protective systems for
them. but the reality is,systemsalways get set up to protect the people with the most
power because that way is more convenient.and we cant let that happen anymore,

because thats not justice. and so, what i feellikeis really important is to create this new
system. and, once again, its not easy to just say to people,you need a new system. its not

like we can just change the layout of everything about the world and that will make
everything alright. so, i feel like what we can really do is just show everybody that we are

doing this,that we are fighting for this,and that we dont want to be in that situation
anymore. we want to not see the power, we want to not be a part of that system, and that

should be enough, i think, to get people to realize that this is real. and this should be
enough to get people to change for the better. our entire culture, i feel, is just fucking up
and kind of going one way,and its only in recent years that theres been even more voices
speaking out,but this is a good start. and i hope that a lot more people get off the fence

and start speaking out and making a change and changing the system. and it needs to be
a huge system, its not like there needs to be a one-to-one replacemeannew system that

can replacenassars current ones. thats way too complex. we just needto start creating new
systems, because thats what we are.
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